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No longer any way to have CAPTCHA for some items, but not others

Status
● Open

Subject
No longer any way to have CAPTCHA for some items, but not others

Version
6.x

Category
• Regression

Feature
User Administration (Registration, Login & Banning)
Spam protection (Anti-bot CAPTCHA)

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Rick Sapir / Tiki for Smarties

Lastmod by
Rick Sapir / Tiki for Smarties

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★  (0)

Description
In earlier Tiki versions, the CAPTCHA for the registration was separate from other anti-bot protection. It was possible to have CAPTCHA protection for some areas (such as comments and trackers) but not other areas (such as registration).

I have several sites that use "Require Admin Approval" and/or passcode options for Registration, so the CAPTCHA is not needed.

In Tiki 6, CAPTCHA was made global — there is no longer any way to have CAPTCHA support for some items, such as comments, but not other items (such as registration).

Solution
Return to the prior Tiki behavior and allow CAPTCHA support to be selected on a per-feature basis

Importance
8

Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk

Ticket ID
3539
The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item3539-No-longer-any-way-to-have-CAPTCHA-for-some-items-but-not-others